Ryarsh Primary School

RYARSH AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE

Tilly
Seahorse Class
At Christmas time in particular it feels very fitting to pick a real shining star to receive
the Excellence Award! Tilly has worked her socks off this term and we are seeing just
how clearly that hard work has paid off in the outcomes of her learning and the
change in her personality and attitude in school.
Although often one of the quieter members of the class, Tilly listens beautifully and
takes everything in, she is becoming more and more confident in her own ability
and is putting her hand up more frequently in class to offer her own ideas and
opinions. Tilly knows what work to do when she goes to her table because she has
listened well and she now tries her hardest to give it a go, even when the work is
tricky and she feels a little unsure.
Much like a beautiful, glittering star, Tilly’s handwriting and presentation are fabulous
and her books are a real pleasure to flick through. Only 2 weeks ago I showed her
books to Mrs Austin and Mr Childs and the progress she has made in her work in just
14 weeks of learning is outstanding! She takes a lot of pride in her work and is very
keen to hear how to make her learning even better. She then acts on this advice
and is getting better and better every day.
It has been great watching Tilly come out of her shell this term and she performed
BEAUTIFULLY as a villager in our Nativity, it is often these ‘alternative learning
opportunities’ when a star like Tilly bursts into full sparkle and it has been so
wonderful to sit back and watch her glow!
Tilly also glimmers out on the playground when she is playing and interacting with
her friends, she is so kind and thoughtful and a pleasure to be around.
Keep shining Tilly! Well done!

Signed - Class teacher

